DISRUPTOR

INDUSTRY

CLoX SOLUTION

CLOUD

LEARNING

in a BOX

THE CLoX IS A TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION THAT ALLOWS FREE ACCESS
FOR USERS TO ORGANISATION APPROVED LEARNING CONTENT. THE
LOCALISED DEVICE IS EMBEDDED WITH A FULLY INTEGRATABLE LMS
THAT ALLOWS REMOTE DEVICE AND CONTENT MANAGEMENT.
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"If protection of intellectual property begins to disappear, creative companies will disappear or
never get started. But there is a simpler reason: It's wrong to steal. It hurts other people. And it
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If you want 10% improvement, sure you can optimise

But if you look at the problem differently
You get exponential results

YOU BECOME THE DISRUPTOR

CURRENT TRAINING LANDSCAPE

FORMALISED PRODUCT TRAINING AND ONBOARDING
CARRY UNAVOIDABLE COSTS:
o Cost of development of content
o Cost of delivery and maintenance
o Cost of administration and reporting

o Loss-of-revenue by training
(opportunity cost)
OPTIMISING EFFORTS CAN ONLY OFFER MARGINAL
BENEFITS BY:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Optimising cost of delivery
Streamlining processes in learning centres
Delivering better quality learning material
Quicker delivery methods of content
Integration to HR & ERP systems
Real-time measurement and reporting

THERE IS AN ALTERNATE SOLUTION TO
DRASTICALLY REDUCE COST OF TRAINING
BY CHANGING THE ENGAGEMENT MODEL

TYPICAL LEARNING CENTRE PROCESS
General and specialised content developed
Typically 30 - 45 min seat time per module
Deployed to local server LMS as per user profiles
Learner completes training
Learner completes competency testing
Worker is certified and returns to work

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

CONTENT

User profiles loaded from HR data
Learner competency profiles loaded
Content pushed to local learning centre
Learning completion logged and reported

TECHNOLOGY
LEARNING

ENGAGEMENT
Command and control approach to compliance
Workers scheduled via ERP system to complete training
Process designed to prevent access to work zones based on
certifications / competencies
Inability to work = no pay

o
o
o
o

NOMINAL GAINS BY OPTIMISATION
THROUGH COMPETITIVE METHODS
UNSUSTAINABLE

DISRUPTING THE THREE PILLARS

What if we could empower the learner to
access the content at any time at any
place with no cost to him/her?

What if learning could be
delivered more effectively?

CONTENT

TECHNOLOGY
UNICORN

QUESTIONS

ENGAGEMENT
What if we could get the learner to
want to do the learning?

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
RECOGNISING THE REAL-WORLD
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

FUTURE LEARNING PROCESS
On-demand learning
Access whenever convenient
Micro-learning
Modules broken into competencies for better uptake
Spaced learning
Build competencies over time to entrench the learning
Modern, engaging and delivered in any language

o
o Creates free local Wi-Fi access for learners
to access learning content at any time
o Accessible by any smart device
o Managed remotely through single line of access for:
o User management, Content management and
Customised reporting

o
o
o

CONTENT
FUTURE FOCUSSED
DEVELOPMENT METHODS

TECHNOLOGY
LEARNING
DISRUPTED

MOVED TO THE
LEARNERS’ ENVIRONMENT

INCENTIVISED APPROACH
FOR BEHAVIOURAL SHIFT

ENGAGEMENT
Incentive schemes to drive learner behaviour
Gamified approach to create community
Direct communication to learners through the platform
Progression dashboard linked to reward system (vouchers)

o
o
o
o

o TRENDS HAVE SHOWN THAT THE SHIFTS
IN METHODS ARE ALREADY IN PLAY
o COMBINING THE ELEMENTS ENABLES
TRAINING WITHIN OPERATING HOURS

IN SIMPLE TERMS

CONTENT
That is engaging, spaced,
micro and mobile friendly

+

TECHNOLOGY
That allows the learner to
access content free of
charge in his / her own
space and time

+

YOU ENABLE A CULTURE THAT DRIVES LEARNING
OUTSIDE SHIFT OPERATING HOURS

ENGAGEMENT
That entices advancement in
learning

SOLUTION DESIGN
TRAINING CENTRE

LOCALISED

MINE ERP SYSTEM

CLOUD
LMS

HR Data to LMS

CLOX FREE LOCAL
WI-FI connection
for learners

REWARDS PROVIDERS
o Managed remotely
o Hours of content
o Easily deployed

EXISTING ONSITE TRAINING

o
o
o
o
o
o

Funeral Policies
Airtime Takeaways
Retail Vouchers
Long-distance bus tickets
Smartphones
Learning – non-related education

CONTENT DELIVERY
AND TESTING

CUSTOMISED
REPORTING

CONTENT

TECHNOLOGY

ENGAGEMENT

SOLUTION SUCCESS DRIVER

CONTENT
o What do you need to say?
o Is it available or does it need development?

AWARENESS
o What’s coming
o Creates excitement
to ease adoption
o Address culture
o Pre-work relating to
strategic leadership

ENGAGEMENT
o Who am I talking to?
o Does the content need tailoring?
o Does the technology support this?

ADOPTION
o Facilitating change
o Adopting to new ways of work
o Measuring outcome to drive result

TECHNOLOGY
o What have we got available?
o Augmenting with required solution
o Integrating with existing systems

TRANSFORM TO DIGITAL EFFICIENCIES

EFFICIENCY CURVE

Face-to-Face
onboarding

OPTIMAL
TRANSFORMATION
POINT

Lower cost of
training across
organisation

Digital
onboarding
TIME

IMPLEMENTATION TEAM

CHRISTO SMIT

GINO SMITH

NADIA LEONARD

DAVID O’DONNELL

Christo is an experienced business leader with
a stellar track record as a turnaround
specialist in the digital agency space. His
focus is solely on business strategy &
planning, new media applications for digital
transformation and learning & development.

Gino has +14 years’ experience as a talent
and organisation HR professional. Gino
believes that sustainable success is enabled
when the workforce is planned and mitigated
for – better equipping organisations and
projects to realise planned benefits and ROI.

Nadia is a seasoned management consultant
with extensive experience in the digital
transformation space. With local and
international experience, Nadia leads the
VSLS Learning Solutions team that specialises
in learning advisory, content experience
design and technology implementations.

David is a communications and digital media
specialist with over 15 years’ experience in the
multimedia industry. He has over 100 projects
under his belt in the industrial sector including
process illustrations, tender clarifications and
learning applications.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR

WORKFORCE ENABLEMENT

LEARNING SOLUTIONS

BRAND COMMUNICATIONS

STRATEGIC SUPPORT
THANDO DINGAAN

The ex-CEO of DWF collective and Mother Russia has an incredible passion for learning and
development of blue-collar workers throughout South Africa. As part of the CLoX initiative, Thando
offers strategic and operational insight throughout the rollout strategy.

GROVER ABRAHAMS
Grover’s value lies in the more than 16 years of experience as a digital specialist and thought leader
in the digital talent and learning field.

SALEEM MOTLEKAR

Saleem has more than 15 years of multi-industry professional experience. Skilled at helping
organisations transition from their current state to a desired target state whether that be through one
or a combination of changes to people, process and technology.
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